A FAMILY BUSINESS
OF ALMOST A CENTURY
Visscher Seafood is part of the Brouwer Group. A family business for almost a
century. We are a modern supplier of North-Atlantic fish products and are
specialised in salmon production. With our modern factory, we meet the
highest requirements and are we capable to provide customers worldwide with
premium-quality fish.
All-Natural Fish. Visscher Seafood products are free of additives,
chemicals, preservatives and antibiotics. To obtain the best fish in
the world we keep to these core values:

Tasty, Healthy & Sustainable
Our fish tastes fantastic because it’s fresh and healthy and
caught or farmed in the most sustainable manner known
today . What you see is what you get, our products have
only one ingredient: fish.
Clean & Lean
Because our fish is untreated we need to have very clean
production methods and we have to be quick, very quick.
We have optimized speed throughout the value chain,
creating a supply chain model which is unparalleled
anywhere in the world.
Passion & Respect
We work with passion for our fish and our craft. We treat
nature, our people and of course our customers and
partners with respect.

Our aim is to do things a little bit better
each and every day. We will proceed
with these continuous improvements so
that we can keep leading the way in this
dynamic sector.
‘’Our mission is to make the wonderful
all-natural fish from the North Atlantic
ocean available for the world.’’

North-Atlantic seafood for
the world.

Our salmon, with its firm
structure and wonderful flavour,
is a premium-quality, healthy
product.

THE BEST SUSTAINABLY
CULTIVATED SALMON
Salmon is the main product of
Visscher Seafood. Our qualitatively
superb salmon is primarily cultivated
in the icy-cold Nordic fjords, but also
in Scotland, Iceland, Ireland, and on
the Faroe Islands. Next to
conventional salmon, we also supply
ASC-, Organic- (SKAL- and
NATURLAND-), Global Gap-, OU
Kosher and Label Rouge-certified
salmon.
Salmon is a premium, healthy, and
safe product. The fish grows at its
own pace in the cold and pure
Norwegian Atlantic waters, which
gives it its pure and fresh

flavour. Salmon is rich in important
nutrients such as omega-3, vitamin
D, vitamin B12, vitamin A, iodine,
and antioxidants and, on top of this,
distinguishes itself by its firm structure,
beautiful colour, and wonderful flavour.
With our own natural salmon farming
program VÅRLAKS and our organic
salmon farm Organic Sea Harvest in
Scotland, we control the entire supply
chain from egg to plate. Our production
facilities meet the highest requirements
and are ideally located. This gives us the
perfect conditions to serve customers all
over the world with first-class quality fish.

OUR SALMON BRANDS

Visscher Seafood's salmon
trout is a robust fish that is
available year-round.

BEAUTIFUL STEELHEAD
TROUT FROM THE
ATLANTIC FJORDS
Visscher Seafood’s salmon trout is
cultivated via careful selection in
the salt waters of the European
fjords. That is why this Steelhead
trout called the fjord trout. Visscher
Seafood is the exclusive processor
of Kames Fish Farming for Northern
Europe, making our fjord trout
available year-round.
The salmon trout rapidly grows into
a large salmonid with beautifully
red fish meat, which is firmer than
the meat of most other types of fish.
Just like salmon, salmon trout is rich
in nutrients.

The trout is typically high in protein, and
is rich in vitamin D and omega-3 fatty
acids. The salmon trout’s flavour is less
pronounced than that of conventional
salmon.
Salmon trout has a firm structure and is
exceptionally suited for preparation with
minimal heat. That is why the product is
often used in dishes with raw sashimi and
sushi. Aside from this, the trout fillets can
be baked, grilled, smoked, steamed, or
stir-fried. We supply salmon trout in a
number of variations: fresh, frozen,
portioned, filleted, or whole. You can do
anything with our salmon trout!

OUR TROUT BRAND

After careful selection, the fish is processed in one
of our three processing facilities in the
Netherlands. Our state-of-the-art production
plants carry the latest BAADER Pro machinery to
achieve maximum yield, and are certified
according to the highest level of the International
Food Standard (IFS).
We are certified according to the highest
requirements when it comes to food safety.

From fresh filet to IQF salmon portions: almost
anything is possible thanks to our wide range of
processing and packaging options. This way we
can serve almost any branch within the food
industry.
All of our processing plants are only 45 minutes
away from Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam, and
ideally located within driving range of Frankfurt,
Paris and London Airport. Furthermore, we are
only 1 hour away from Port of Rotterdam.

ATLANTIC SALMON

TRIM GUIDE

TRIM C

Removed: backbone, belly bone,
belly fin, practically all back fat line,
pin bones, tail tip.

TRIM E

Removed: backbone, belly bone,
belly fin, back fat line, belly fat line,
pin bones, tail tip, skin.

TRIM D

Removed: backbone belly bone,
belly fin, practically all back fat line,
belly fat line, pin bones, tail tip.

TRIM E-DSK

Removed: backbone, belly bone,
belly fin, back fat line, belly fat line,
pin bones, tail tip, deep skin.

Customized trims available upon request.

TRIM D+

Removed: backbone, belly bone,
belly fin, back fat line, belly fat line,
extra belly trim, pin bones, tail tip.

SALMON PRODUCTS

Whole salmon, gutted

Salmon fillets

Salmon portions

Salmon loins

Salmon cubes

Salmon steaks

Salmon sashimi

Salmon byproducts

Many variations are possible
on all these products. Ask for
the possibilities.

We select only the finest fish, caught
and processed under the most
favourable circumstances.

FRESH WHITEFISH PRODUCTS
Aside from our salmon products, we
also have a wide range of products
in fresh North Sea fish and whitefish.
These beautiful products were at the
basis of Visscher Seafood and are
still a staple of our product range.
We put the quality of our fish
products first. That is why we only
purchase fish freshly caught by
Norwegian day fisheries and North
Sea cutters.
Cod is one of Visscher Seafood’s
specialties, and available in all
shapes and sizes. Whole, beheaded,
filleted, portioned, or loined: it’s up
to the customer. The cod is sourced
off our own coast, but is also caught
near Iceland, the Faroe Islands,
Scotland, Denmark, and Norway.
Cod is available year-round, but the
best quality is caught in winter and
spring. That is when the superior
skrei (or winter cod) is caught. Aside
from cod, we have numerous other

delicious whitefish in our product range,
such as halibut, pollack, and haddock.
Depending on the season, these species
of fish are caught in various fishing
areas. We always choose the finest
quality for each individual moment.
Our Atlantic seafood range is
complemented by fresh Mediterranean
whitefish like sea bass. Our entire rangeis
bought online from various European fish
markets, including the local Urk fish
auction. We can, of course, process
these products to any desired final
product. From sole and turbot to wolffish
and whiting, Visscher Seafood is the
supplier for you!
In recognition of its contribution to
sustainable fishing and farming, Fischer
Seafood also has been awarded the
MSC-, ASC-, BIO- and Global G.A.P.labels, making our company part of
these closed chains. Hereby our
customers are insured of a healthy
product. And after that we pay attention
to the health of the natural surroundings.

PACKAGING
Next to our extensive range of
fresh products, we also deliver
frozen products in consumer
packaging. Here too we always
choose the most sustainable
products produced according to
the strictest quality requirements.
By doing business with Visscher
Seafood, you do direct business
with the producer of your
products. Transparency and
reducing food miles are becoming
increasingly important in the food
branch. When you do business
with us, the only link between the
fisheries or fish farmer and you is
us. Because we process everything
ourselves, we can be highly
flexible regarding product
specification and

offer the opportunity to
release our product into the
market under your own private
label. Because we take care of
purchasing and production,
you can completely focus on
marketing these beautiful
products.
THE NORTH ATLANTIC RANGE
These are all carefully selected
natural products that have
been caught or farmed in a
sustainable way and also
qualified as such. Every step in
the production chain is subject
to strict requirements in terms
of quality and hygiene. In this
way we guarantee a
sustainable quality product.
Pure nature, without additives

Processing to frozen
products to the strictest
quality requirements.
Your brand here

CONTROL

By working closely with suppliers and carriers, we can ensure
delivery at the right place and the right time. We make use of
our own logistics department to ensure the product is being
shipped according to the highest food safety regulations.

